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MDS offers a powerful 'pattern recognition' tool for 
the exploration and visualisation of structured 
patterns within complex numeric and textual 
observations, particularly those relating to human 
cognition, perception and contextualised 'meaning'.  

This seminar briefly outlines the statistical basis, 
advantages/disadvantages, and available computer 
programmes for conducting MDS and perceptual 
mapping techniques.  Examples are given of useful 
applications across the social sciences...

--------
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MDS: What Is It?MDS: What Is It?
 Generally regarded as exploratory data analysis, but can also 

be confirmatory (i.e. test hypotheses re structure of cognition.).
 Data/dimension reduction - reduces large amounts of 

multivariate data into easier-to-visualise structures.
 Attempts to find structure (visual representation) in a set of 

distance measures (proximities - dis/similarities, between 
objects/cases.)   

 Globally/contextually maps how objects/variables are inter-
related perceptually, by assigning the objects to locations in a 
dimensional space.

MDS iteratively adjusts distances between points in the Euclidean 
space (the model) to match the matrix of dis/similarities (the 
data) as closely as possible. (Close points indicate similar objects;  
Far-apart points indicate dissimilar objects)  



Origins & Development of MDSOrigins & Development of MDS

– Has origins in psychometrics advances of the 1920-’60s:
  --Scale construction, and dimensionality reduction
  --Underwent a major burst of development in 1960s due to the 
“non-metric revolution”(Coombs), and emerging computing 
developments allowing for iterative estimation
– Originally designed for analysis of similarities data, taking a 
range of measures:  “anything which, by an act of faith, can be 
considered a similarity” (Shepard)
--Extended rapidly to deal with a wide range of other types of 
data:  Rectangular matrices, triads, pair-comparisons, free-
sorting “stacks” of matrices (3-way scaling, INDSCAL)
--Originally referred to (by Guttman, Kruskal et al.) as “smallest 
space analysis”



A simple example: Constructing A simple example: Constructing 
a map of U.S. cities . . .a map of U.S. cities . . .

--Ordinarily, you would start with the map, then measure the relative 
distances.  MDS operates the other way round...  Suppose you only had the 
distances between the cities, but didn't know what the map looked like . . .

-- Given the data [“distances”] MDS attempts to find the original 
configuration [location of points] which generated the distances

--This is “classic MDS”: developed in 1930s – but imperfect, not very 
robust, and works only if the data are ratio.

--Whereas more recent MDS can work when just ordinal information 
exists:  relative rankings, ordinal, non-metric

What?? You can create an accurate map from knowing only the rank–order 
of the distances???    Yes, and it works . . .



MDS Example: City DistancesMDS Example: City Distances  

 

Distances 
Matrix:
Symmetric

Spatial Map

Dimensions 
1: North/South
2: East/West

Cluster



Input data of MDSInput data of MDS:: a matrix of 'proximities'  
similarities, dissimilarities, distances (reflects 
amount of dis/similarity or distance between 
pairs of objects). 

 Distinction between similarity and dissimilarity data 
dependent on type of scale used:
⇒Dissimilarity scale: Low # = high similarity &         

      High # = low dissimilarity. 
⇒Similarity scale: Opposite of dissimilarity.

E.g. “On a scale of 1-9 (1 being the same and 9 
completely different) how similar are political 
candidates A and B?” 



Data Collection for MDSData Collection for MDS

Direct/raw data:  Proximities’ values are directly obtained 
from empirical, subjective scaling.  E.g. pairwise 
comparison, grouping/sorting tasks, objective distance (e.g. 
city distances), direct ratings or rankings of dis/similarities 
of perceived stimuli/products/candidates.

Indirect/derived/inverted data: Computed from other 
measurements, Likert scales, semantic differential scales, or 
(inverted, transposed) correlations (any correlation matrix 
can be used with Gower conversion to Euclidean distances)

 



 Types of MDS ModelsTypes of MDS Models
MDS model classified according to . . .

1) . . . type of proximities:
– Metric/quantitative: Quantitative information, interval data about objects’ 

proximities, e.g. city distance.

– Non-metric/qualitative: Qualitative information, nominal or ordinal data 
about proximities e.g. relative preference rankings of National, Labour, 
Greens, ACT

2) . . . number of proximity matrices (distance, dis/similarity) 
– Classical MDS: One proximity matrix (metric, or non-metric). 
– Replicated MDS: Several matrices.
– Weighted MDS/Individual Difference Scaling: Combines individual subject 

matrices (e.g. ratings of candidate attributes), to yield a common/averaged 
'group space' as well as weighted individual subject spaces. (e.g. as 
implemented in INDSCAL, or ALSCAL within SPSS

– Coombsian Unfolding:  Processes a joint matrix of objects x attributes. 



 Classical MDS uses Euclidean principles to model data proximities 
in geometrical space, where distance (dij) between points i and j is 

defined as:

    xi and xj  specify coordinates of points i and j on dimension a, 
respectively.

 The modeled Euclidean distances are     
   related to the observed proximities, δij, 
       by some transformation/function (f). 
 Most MDS models assume that the data have the form: 

δij = f(dij) 
All MDS algorithms are a variation of the above.

Underlying Mathematical ModelUnderlying Mathematical Model



Output of MDSOutput of MDS
Spatial Representation/Perceptual Map:

1) Clusters:  Groupings in a MDS spatial representation. 
These may represent a domain/subdomain. 
2) Dimensions: Hidden structures in data. Ordered 
groupings that explain similarity between items.

 Axes are meaningless, and orientation is arbitrary. 
(unlike, e.g. in factor analysis, PCA etc.) 

 In theory, there is no limit to the number of derived 
dimensions.

 In reality, the number of dimensions that can be 
interpreted is limited (by human cognition) 



Diagnostics of MDSDiagnostics of MDS

 MDS attempts to find a spatial configuration X such    
that the following is true: f(δij) ≈ dij(X)

 Stress (Kruskal’s) function: Measures degree of 
correspondence between distances among points on the 
MDS map and the matrix input. 
⇒Proportion of variance of disparities 
    not accounted for by the model:

 Range 0-1: Smaller stress = better representation. 
 None-zero stress: Indicates some/all distances in the map are 

distortions of the input data. 



 R2 (RSQ): Proportion of variance of the disparities accounted 
for by the MDS procedure. 

 R2≥0.6 is typically an acceptable fit.
 Weirdness Index: Used in Weighted Individual Differences 

Scaling (INDSCAL, ALSCAL)  Indicates correspondence of 
subject’s map and the aggregate map outlier identification. 
 Range 0-1: 0 indicates that subject’s weights are proportional to the 

average subject’s weights; as the subject’s score becomes more 
extreme, index approaches 1.

 Shepard Diagram of 'disparities': Scatterplot of input 
proximities (X-axis) against output distances (Y-axis) for 
every pair of items. (If plotted point distances fall on the step-line 
this indicates that input proximities are perfectly reproduced by the 
MDS model (the dimensional solution).

Diagnostics of MDS (cont.)Diagnostics of MDS (cont.)



Interpretation of Dimensions Interpretation of Dimensions 
 Squeezing data into 2-D enables “readability” but may yield poor, 

distorted representation of the data (high stress); 3-D usually better.
 Scree plot: Stress vs. 

number of dimensions. 
(Similar function to 

     scree plot in factor 
     analysis.)

 Primary objective in dimension interpretation: Obtain 
best fit with the smallest number of possible 
dimensions. 



 Example: Stress reduction by # of dimensionsExample: Stress reduction by # of dimensions
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Meaning of DimensionsMeaning of Dimensions

 Label the dimensions by visual inspection, 
subjective interpretation, information & 
contextual clues from respondents. 

 Externally validate dimensions by 
correlating with other related variables.   



MDS CaveatsMDS Caveats
 Respondents may perceive stimuli differently. (i.e. you 

are comparing non-comparable responses)
 Respondents may attach different levels of importance to a 

dimension. (applies especially to INDSCAL, ALSCAL)
 Importance of a dimension may change over time.
 Interpretation of meaning of dimensions is subjective.
 Generally, at least four times as many objects as dimensions 

should be compared for the MDS model to be stable and avoid 
degenerate solutions.



Advantages of MDSAdvantages of MDS

 An alternative to the GLM.
 Does not require assumptions of linearity, metricity, or 

multivariate normality. 
 Can be used to model nonlinear relationships.
 Dimensionality “solution” can be obtained from individuals; 

gives insight into how individuals differ from aggregate data. 
 Reveals dimensions without the need for pre-defined 

attributes. (i.e. Empirically-derived not ad hoc)
 Dimensions that emerge from MDS can be incorporated into 

regression analysis etc. to assess their relationship with other 
variables.



How to do MDS with SPSSHow to do MDS with SPSS

 

• In the SPSS Data Editor window, click: Analyze > 
Scale > Multidimensional Scaling



 

• Select four or more Variables that you want to test. 
• You may select a single variable for the Individual 
Matrices for window (depending on the distances option 
selected). 



 

 

• If Data are distances (e.g. cities distances) option is 
selected, click on the Shape button to define 
characteristic of the dissimilarities/proximity matrices. 

• If Create distance from 
data is selected, click on the 
Measure button to control the 
computation of dissimilarities, 
to transform values, and to 
compute distances. 



 

 

• In the Multidimensional Scaling dialog box, click on the 
Model button to control the level of measurement, 
conditionality, dimensions, and the scaling model. 

• Click on the Options button to control the 
display options, iteration criteria, and 
treatment of missing values. 



Example of soc.sci. applications: Jacobowitz study Example of soc.sci. applications: Jacobowitz study 
of psycholinguistic structure of children's of psycholinguistic structure of children's 

representations of body parts representations of body parts 

The analysis located the points in the space, but did not draw 
the lines. The lines were drawn by Jacobowitz to interpret the 
psycholinguistic structure that people have for body-part words. 

Jacobowitz theorized that the structure would be hierarchical. 
We can see that it is. 

He further theorized that the structure would become more 
complex as the children become adults. This theory is also 
supported, since the adults' hierarchy also involves a 
classification of corresponding arm and leg terms.



2-dimensional comparison of children's & adults' 2-dimensional comparison of children's & adults' 
similarity judgements about body partssimilarity judgements about body parts



3-dimensional MDS solution3-dimensional MDS solution



3-dimensional comparison of children's 3-dimensional comparison of children's 
& adults' judgements& adults' judgements



Examples of soc.sci. applications: Perceptions of Examples of soc.sci. applications: Perceptions of 
breakfast cereal brands, in 2 dimensionsbreakfast cereal brands, in 2 dimensions



Perceptions of breakfast cereal brands, in 2 Perceptions of breakfast cereal brands, in 2 
dimensions (plotted coordinates)dimensions (plotted coordinates)



Examples of soc.sci. applications: Perceptions of U.S. Examples of soc.sci. applications: Perceptions of U.S. 
presidential candidates, 1960-1996 (2-dim. map)presidential candidates, 1960-1996 (2-dim. map)



Examples of soc.sci. applications: Perceptions of U.S. Examples of soc.sci. applications: Perceptions of U.S. 
presidential candidates, 1960-1996 (3-dim. map)presidential candidates, 1960-1996 (3-dim. map)



Examples of soc.sci. applications: MDS of keywords in  post-Examples of soc.sci. applications: MDS of keywords in  post-
9/11 George Bush speeches (word co-occurrences matrix)9/11 George Bush speeches (word co-occurrences matrix)



2-dim plot of MDS of keywords in post-9/11 George Bush 2-dim plot of MDS of keywords in post-9/11 George Bush 
speeches (note “us” words on left, “them words on right)speeches (note “us” words on left, “them words on right)



MDS of keywords in post-9/11 George Bush speeches (superimposing MDS of keywords in post-9/11 George Bush speeches (superimposing 
results of cluster analysis to define branchings)results of cluster analysis to define branchings)



2-dim. plot of MDS of keywords in post-9/11 George Bush 2-dim. plot of MDS of keywords in post-9/11 George Bush 
speeches (additional keywords / using WORDPROX program)speeches (additional keywords / using WORDPROX program)



Examples of soc.sci. Applications: Study of 'Biomedical' vs Examples of soc.sci. Applications: Study of 'Biomedical' vs 
'Holistic' worldviews among Auckland physicians'Holistic' worldviews among Auckland physicians



'Biomedical' vs 'Holistic' worldviews among Auckland 'Biomedical' vs 'Holistic' worldviews among Auckland 
physicians (2-dim. 'biomedical' example, using WORDPROX)physicians (2-dim. 'biomedical' example, using WORDPROX)



'Biomedical' vs 'Holistic' worldviews among Auckland 'Biomedical' vs 'Holistic' worldviews among Auckland 
physicians (3-dim. 'biomedical' example, using WORDPROX)physicians (3-dim. 'biomedical' example, using WORDPROX)



'Biomedical' vs 'Holistic' worldviews among Auckland 'Biomedical' vs 'Holistic' worldviews among Auckland 
physicians (2-dim. 'holistic' example, using WORDPROX)physicians (2-dim. 'holistic' example, using WORDPROX)



'Biomedical' vs 'Holistic' worldviews among Auckland 'Biomedical' vs 'Holistic' worldviews among Auckland 
physicians (3-dim. 'holistic' example, using WORDPROX)physicians (3-dim. 'holistic' example, using WORDPROX)



MDS computer programmes/packages:MDS computer programmes/packages:

--Summary versions of the major MDS procedures are available (but 
with limited options) in . . . SPSS, SAS, STATA and SYSTAT
--The full, original MDS programmes (many of which can now be 
obtained in separate or combined form via the NEW MDSX website 
(Coxon, Brier) include...
  MINISSA (classical metric & nonmetric MDS, limited to square matrix)
  KYST (similar to MINISSA, but can also do replicated MDS)
  MINIRSA (can handle a rectangular matrix, 2-way Coombsian data)
  INDSCAL, SINDSCAL (individual differences scaling)
  PINDSCAL (does Procrustean individual differences scaling)
  ALSCAL (F. Young, original version, handles many different models)
  VISTA (F. Young, generalised teaching version of MDS with many options)
  PERMAP (allows interactive, in-process control of the MDS solutions)
  HAMLET (A.Brier, does MDS of word co-occurrences in a text, & word 
maps, can do Procrustean and some other MDS models)
  WORDPROX (L. Powell, uses both “word co-occurrences” & “word 
proximities” to triangulate on the word patterns in a text, generally yielding 
tighter clusters in 2- and 3-dim MDS perceptual maps)
  GRID2MDS (L. Powell, does MDS [Coombsian unfolding] on repertory 
grids, and plots the results)



Useful sources on MDS:Useful sources on MDS:

Ashby, F. G. (1992). Multidimensional models of perception and cognition. Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum.

Borg, I., & Groenen, P. (1997). Modern multidimensional scaling. Theory and applications. New York: 
Springer.

Brier, A. (2003). Analysis of joint frequencies of words in a text: User notes for HAMLET for Windows. 
Southampton University: University Computing Service.

Carroll, J. D., & Chang, J. J. (1970). Analysis of individual differences in multidimensional scaling 
via an n-way generalization of "Eckart-Young" decomposition. Psychometrika, 35, 283-319.

Coombs, C. H. (1964). A theory of data. New York: Wiley.

Ding, C. S. (2006). Multidimensional scaling modelling approach to latent profile analysis in 
psychological research. International Journal of Psychology 41 (3), 226-238.

Guttman, L (1968). A general nonmetric technique for finding the smallest coordinate space for a 
configuration of points. Psychometrika, 33, 469-506.

Kruskal, J. B. (1964a).  Multidimensional scaling by optimizing goodness of fit to a non-metric 
hypothesis. Psychometrika, 29, 1-27.  



Useful sources on MDS (cont.):Useful sources on MDS (cont.):

Kruskal, J. B. (1964b). Nonmetric multidimensional scaling: a numerical method. Psychometrika, 29, 
115-129.

Kruskal, J.B. & Wish M. (1978). Multidimensional Scaling. Sage.

Rapoport, A. and Fillenbaum, S. (1972).  An experimental study of semantic structures. In K. 
Romney, R. Shepard, and S. Nerlove (Eds.), Multidimensional scaling: theory and applications in the 
social sciences, Volume II: Applications (pp. 93-131). New York: Seminar Press.

Roskam, E.E. & Lingoes, J.C (1970). MINISSA-1: A FORTRAN IV (G) program for the smallest 
space analysis of square symmetric matrices, Behavioral. Science, 15 , 204-205.

Shepard, R. N. (1962a). The analysis of proximities: multidimensional scaling with unknown 
distance function. Parts I, II. Psychometrika, 27, 125-246.

Takane, Y., Young, F.W., & de Leeuw, J. (1977). Nonmetric individual differences 
multidimensional scaling: An alternating least squares method with optimal scaling features, 
Psychometrika 42 (1), 7–67. 

Wish, M., Deutsch, M. & Biener, L. (1970). Differences in conceptual structures of nations: An 
exploratory study. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 16, 361-373.  

Young, F.W., Takane, Y., & Lewyckyj, R. (1978). Three notes on ALSCAL, Psychometrika 43 (3), 433–
435. 

Young, F. W. (1987). Multidimensional scaling: History, theory and applications. Hillsdale, NJ: 
Lawrence Erlbaum.
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